
DESIGN 
& DO IT 
YOURSELF
WORKSHOP
MOLET / the pallet revolution

MENU



FEEL THE
MOLET VIBE

Let's get back to our roots 
and make some time to 
work with our hands.
Our workshops offer a fun, creative and easy break in your 

routine. Join Molet for a hands-on, sustainable experience 

and create a unique piece of furniture made from upcycled 

wood.

https://vimeo.com/330445449


UP.CYCLE YOUR SELF

UP.CYCLE YOUR COMMUNITY

UP.CYCLE YOUR WORLD

Our workshops are all about using your hands, designing, building and making something for 

yourself. We'll take you on a creative journey that will awaken your senses and end with 

a unique piece of upcycled furniture to take home. 
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Our 2.5 hour workshop is for people who want to get a flavour of what 
we're all about, a glimpse into the creative journey.
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Our 3.5 hour workshop is for people who are interested in making the time 
and taking a short break in the routine for this unique experience. 
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5 hours
Our 5 hour workshop is designed for people who want to invest some quality 
time and really immerse themselves in the world of upcycled furniture.



Kids do MOLET
The MOLET kids workshop, uniquely developed for kids, aimed to take a step away from all those too many 
screens surrounding the young
generation, and be focused on pure and authentic fun process of creation.
We offer our participants to imagine, design and make something with their own two hands, by using recycled 
wood pallets. Throughout the process, self confidence us built, feeling of achievement is gained, and 
environmental awarness is further developed.
No prior knowledge ir skill required. Our workshops are custom tailored to suit your child's needs at every age. 
Kids develop their skills as they build items to be taken home.



Kokedamas - 2.5  hours



Succulina - 2.5 hours
This two and a half hour workshop will show you how a wooden pallet, found on the street, can turn into 
a beautifully designed unique succulent planter. In addition to crafting with wood we will talk about 
succulents and everything you need to know about them – how to help them grow, how to propagate 
them easily and successfully.
With easy-to-use tools and practical techniques you will design and make your very own succulent 
planter. You will get to choose your unique selection of succulents and learn how to plant and arrange 
them, combining pebbles and other natural materials.
Difficulty: Suitable for all levels. To take home: A unique planter of succulents that you designed and 
built with your own hands.



drink&wood
Come and turn wooden pallets found on the street into your own, handmade 
work of art! Learn to carve a unique wooden stamp with our in-house artist 
using easy and basic tools and within 2 hours you'll have your creation and 
three prints to take home. 

printmaking



drink&wood
frame it

Come and turn upcycled wooden pallets into your own, handmade 
picture frame! Bring along your favourite poster, print or picture, or 
choose one from our showroom. Learn to craft a unique wooden frame 
with our in-house creative team using easy and basic tools and within 
2 hours you'll have your creation to take home or gift to a loved one.



THIS IS WHERE THE MAGIC HAPPENS
MOLET house is a hub for design, culture and sustainability, we're making our own revolution. 

The workshop space on the edge of Yaffo's flea market welcomes you; individuals, couples and 

groups of up to 60 people for an experience you won't forget.

Would you prefer that we come to you? No problem at all. Just get in touch, let's talk. 

MOLET HOUSE

THIS IS WHERE THE MAGIC HAPPENS

https://vimeo.com/286137601


We are MOLET, a group of creative professionals devoted to 

upcycled architecture, design and education. We believe in 

honest and collaborative DESIGN giving people the opportunity 

to make a positive change to their environment and community./moletproject

www.molet.org

/MOLETproject

telaviv@molet.org

Eli 054.531.2199

Ben Gamliel 2, tlv-jaffa

/molet_project

https://vimeo.com/moletproject
https://www.molet.org/en/
https://www.facebook.com/MOLETproject/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/MOLET/@32.0537722,34.7566215,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x151d4cbc197f4223:0xdaaf5014a5e0e056!8m2!3d32.0537677!4d34.7588156
https://www.instagram.com/molet_project/

